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FROM THE HEADMISTRESS
I know that life at Feltonfleet is usually busy, but the two weeks since half-term have been exceptional
– just jam-packed with exciting events and activities. We certainly returned from the break with great
momentum, but I’m sure there will be lots of tired children (and teachers) this weekend. It has been
great to be a part of all that has been happening since half-term. I have seen two excellent lunchtime
concerts and an inspiring Instrumental Gala, alongside bags of team spirit and determination on the
sports pitches, and all this on top of the enthusiasm, focus and learning evident in the lessons I have
visited across the school.
There have been off-site adventures too. Our Nursery children visited Bocketts Farm, Year 1 and 2
explored behind the scenes at the local Sainsbury’s store to learn about where our food comes from,
and Year 3 visited Kew Gardens. The Year 4 group also had their annual trip to St. Paul’s Cathedral.
The pupils gain so much from these trips and we are very grateful to those parents who give up their
time to assist the staff on such outings. Thank you very much.
The Sports department have been flat out running an
extensive fixtures programme. Mrs Jackson and Mr
Blewitt really did go the extra mile when they took the
brilliant U11 Boys hockey team to Bishop Stortford last
Friday. A 12 hour round trip of 300 miles was worth it,
given the effort the team put in to win the Plate.
There was further success on the same day when our
U13 girls, led by Miss Wright and Mrs Redman, played
brilliantly to qualify for the IAPS Nationals later this
month.
Mr Smith was also very proud of the
spirited performances in the Lower School against
Lambrook and Hall Grove.
Mrs Lance with her fellow Hogwarts characters in the Pre-Prep

I have been extremely impressed with the level of
diligence, focus and maturity shown by our senior pupils these past two weeks. Year 7 pupils have
been pouring their efforts into rehearsing for their production of Jungle Book next week and, while the
school has been a hive of activity, the Year 8s have dedicated themselves single-mindedly to their CE
mock examinations.
Thursday saw an enthusiastic celebration of World Book Day, highlighting the joy of reading and the
role of authors and illustrators. There are some wonderful pictures of the costumes for you to enjoy!
Years 3 – 7 enjoyed literary workshops throughout the day, welcoming the acclaimed author Helen
Dennis and last week, the Pre-Prep had a visit from Chloe Inkpen to read and share some of her
stories.
The week ended with us opening our doors to a record number of Open Morning visitors, all keen to
find out about life as a Feltonfleet pupil. Phew!! They should read this Newsletter to get a flavour of
how wonderful it is to be a part of our community.
I hope you have a restful weekend!

Shelley Lance
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LEADERSHIP

THE INVALUABLE WONDER OF READING
World Book Day provides a wonderful opportunity to
reflect on why reading is so important to a child’s
development.

It

is

well

understood

that

reading

improves a child’s vocabulary, leading to more highly
developed language skills and an improved ability to
communicate in writing. Reading also teaches children
about the world around them and through reading they
can learn about people, places and events outside of
their own experience. Reading helps children to develop
empathy and excites their imagination which exercises
their brains. It is a much more complex task than
watching

TV

or

scrolling

through

screens

on

a

smartphone. The capacity to imagine leads to invention
and innovation. In 2007, a Chinese delegation visited
Apple, Google and Microsoft. They asked the people they

Author Helen Dennis signed copies of her books

met about themselves and found that many of them had read science fiction when they were boys
and girls. Science fiction had been disapproved of for a long time in China. Did that matter? While the
Chinese acknowledged that they were brilliant at making things if other people brought them plans,
they did not have a similarly well-developed culture of creative invention and innovation. In time,
China modified its censorship policy and held its first Communist party-approved science fiction and
fantasy convention. Imagination really is the cornerstone of both innovation and invention.
For all of these reasons and more, at Feltonfleet we are striving to raise the profile of reading and
ensure that there is a strong reading culture throughout the school. However, we also know that
instilling a reading culture isn’t just about having dedicated reading time. Teachers, librarians and
parents all need to encourage reading for pleasure and support this by discussing their favourite
authors and books with their children, reading aloud to one another, sharing stories, and making
reading part of everyday life. Albert Einstein was once asked how we could make our children
intelligent. His reply was both simple and wise. “If you want your children to be
intelligent,” he said, “read them fairy tales.” He carried on, “If you want them to be
more

intelligent,

read

them

more

fairy

tales.”

Einstein

understood the power of reading and its potential to ignite the
imagination.
Blanche Sibbald and Claire Kohler
Librarians
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WORLD BOOK DAY
YEAR 4 AUTHOR WORKSHOP - SIGNS, SYMBOLS AND SECRETS
Helen Dennis, author of The Secret Breakers series, inspired the Year 4
pupils to think about what codes are, why they are important and how
"mysteries, symbols and codes are often hidden all around us if we
think

like

detectives."

Using

interactive

props

and

enthusiastic

volunteers, she was able to touch on the history of code breaking and
was especially impressed that the Year 4 pupils had just visited St
Paul's Cathedral. They recognised that the Stone, Whispering and
Golden Galleries all contained unusual signs and symbols. She
explained that signs and symbols are often hidden in plain sight. All of
the Year 4s were astonished to see signs in familiar logos, and they all agreed that once you see one
that is hidden, it's impossible not to recognise it every time.

Blanche Sibbald
Librarian

YEAR 5 AUTHOR WORKSHOP - MEMORY AND MYSTERY
On Thursday a selection of colourful characters from Year 5 were treated to an
inspiring and creative workshop led by visiting author Helen Dennis. A sea
of dragons, detectives and dalmatians, among others, demonstrated their dramatic
flair as they re-enacted scenes from Dennis's 'River of Ink' series, boosted by live
narration from the author herself.
Scientific skills were then put to the test as pupils were challenged to create a
hypothesis as to what may have taken place, whilst
also working together as a team to link various
pieces of evidence.
Cross-curricular
links
children were encouraged
analysis and look at the
literally, as they attempted
mysteries.

continued
as
the
to apply their artistic
'bigger picture', quite
to solve a selection of

A wonderful workshop focused on creating characters and making
connections in life - the pupils worked excellently as a team, listened with respect and patience, and
walked away inspired!

Hollie Kenrick
English Subject Leader

YEAR 7 AUTHOR WORKSHOP - DISABILITY AND DIVERSITY
The Upper School pupils were asked the question "Why do we Read?" and the answers were truly
varied and inspiring. One commented that 'it allowed a person to immerse themselves into a world of
joy, wonder and pleasure'. Helen Dennis explained that we often read books with characters that we
can identify with, and the challenge comes when we read books with characters that are vastly
different to us, transporting us to whole new worlds with different sets of rules. She encouraged the
pupils in Years 7 and 8 to be adventurous with their book choices, to show greater awareness of
people that are different, either due to disability or cultural diversity, and to be prepared to change
their mind.
Great books take us to places where we haven't been, illuminate dark corners and leave our own familiar world
subtly changed, as if its axis has been marginally tilted. The Guardian, 2013
Blanche Sibbald
Library
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WORLD BOOK DAY
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WORLD BOOK DAY

More photos are available
on the School Gallery page
on the website.
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PRE-PREP NEWS
It is hard to believe we have only been back at school for two weeks of this half
term because we have packed so much exciting learning into so many contexts.

We were so lucky to invite author and
illustrator, Chloe Inkpen, to talk to us. Chloe
is

the

daughter

of

Mick

Inkpen

and

a

successful children's author in her own right.
She had the children spellbound as she read two of her stories
to

them.

She

then

showed

them

how

she

illustrated the books, calling up different children
from the audience to assist her by adding colour to
her sketches.

Parents have been reading in school with their
children at drop off time throughout Reading
Fortnight,

which

has made a really
special start to the
day. We have loved
seeing photographs of children and their families reading at home.
Reading is clearly valued in both school and home contexts.

On Tuesday, Year 2 were invited to the Strings Concert in the Prep
School to watch and support Victor who performed for the first time
in front of an audience.

Victor only started learning the violin this

term and he played brilliantly. The class all behaved really well and it
was a great experience for us all to see how you can progress when
learning an instrument.

This week, Nursery went on their
first full day trip, to Bockett’s
Farm. The children were all very excited, particularly about going
on the minibuses. Once at the farm we were greeted by our
guide Francesse who took us around. We saw so many different
farm animals: cows, sheep, goats,
pigs, rabbits, chickens and much
more. Nursery even got the chance
to pet and feed most of the animals
around the farm. Before lunch, we went
on a very bumpy and windy
tractor ride and then we ended
our guided session by cheering
on the winning pig, Bradley
Piggins, in the pig race!
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PRE-PREP NEWS
Years 1 and 2 travelled the short distance to
Sainsbury’s in Cobham as part of their IPC
unit for this term. The pupils took part in four
activities over the morning.

We visited

various sections of the store and went behind
the scenes to see where the deliveries arrive
and where online orders depart. We also
visited the fishmonger and completed a
fruit quiz.

Two highlights were standing in the freezer

which was -22 degrees and also when the pupils filled their
baskets to do a self service checkout. It was a fantastic
trip ; huge thanks to our team of parent helpers.

This week we have been visited
by

a

wonderful

selection

of

excellent teachers all wanting
to teach in the Year 2 House
next
Pupil

year.

Our members of

Parliament

have

demonstrated great responsibility showing the teachers around the school with confidence and
pride.

On World Book Day, Calvi House
felt less like the Pre-Prep and more
like the inside of a story book with
all our characters appearing in
costume.

Amanda Burton Smith
Head of Pre-Prep
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LOWER SCHOOL NEWS
YEAR 3 VISIT KEW GARDENS
When we arrived we went into the biggest
greenhouse and looked at different plants that we
have been learning about. My favourite were the
cocoa pods. Then we looked at plants of all different
shapes and sizes. Afterwards we went to a workshop
and linked different foods to the rainforest.
Charlie McA (3KM)
In the Palm House at Kew Gardens we saw lots of rainforest plants
and got quite wet from the leaves! We saw vanilla beans and plants
with drip-tip leaves. We did an activity where we looked at, touched,
smelt and tasted different things that would grow in the tropics. My
favourite was the dried mango and papaya. The best bit was the Hive,
a huge metal bee hive where you could hear how bees communicate.
Will H (3KM)

YEAR 4 VISIT ST PAUL’S CATHEDRAL
Year 4 went on a trip to St Paul's Cathedral in London. We learned
all about the history of the Cathedral. Here are some of the interesting
facts: it was burned down in the Great Fire of London and designed
again by Sir Christopher Wren; the dome is also one of the largest in
the world.
We even got to lie down on the floor and look right up. The floor
patterns in the Cathedral also explained what a particular part of the
Cathedral was about. I even got to learn some Latin!
One of the most fun
parts of the trip was climbing all the way up to the
Whispering Gallery. The quietest whisper can be
heard from across the Whispering Gallery when
we put our ear against the wall. The view from the
top was amazing, but I was too scared to look
down! We then went to the Stone Gallery and the
outside view looking across London was even
more spectacular. I hope to visit again soon, but
this time go even higher, to the Golden Gallery.
Isabel B (4SD)
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MIDDLE SCHOOL NEWS
FOCUS ON ART

Year 6 reflect on their art inspired by Hundertwasser
I think adding the black water colour really
helped. Although it makes the pink and purple
stripes next to the house lighter, I think it looks
really good. I also like how you have the darker
section in one half and more colourful below. It
emphasises the story of the bright underground
watching the colourful above the night sky.
Emma P

At first I was a bit doubtful but I really like using the wax resist
method because it makes my artwork more interesting and more
eye catching. Even though it is darker it makes all the colours
stand out. At the beginning I thought it would make it really dark
and sad but it makes it more interesting and eye catching.
Sophie D

I’m definitely happy with the colours I chose as they
complement each other. My favourite part of this painting is
the effect that there was with the black paint. If I could
change one thing, I would try and mix more colours to make
them deeper or lighter. Sasha T

I wanted to tell a story about how the hidden eyes wanted to see
what it looked like from another view when she is upside down. She
sees the trees the way they could be, how tear drops look like sharp
spears of cool water and how the house represents love no matter
what. Aurelia S

In this piece of art I think it was on a completely different page to
what I expected because the black changed everything along with
the white oil pastels which showed up incredibly well, which again I
didn’t expect. But the thing I really like is that the bright green, reds
and oranges showed up a lot with the black around it. Cameron R

My goal is to just be individual and not to copy but be inspired. Be
creative, let my mind flow with ideas and be free. One of my ideas
is for the bad words in the river to get taken away by the river and
to get lost so they are never to be seen again. Another idea is
‘spiral swirls’ so I have used Hundertwasser’s idea of the spirals
and lollipop trees, but to make it my own in a special way.
Phoebe J
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UPPER SCHOOL NEWS

LIFE

IN THE

UPPER SCHOOL

One week back after half-term and it was
straight into the mocks for Year 8. As a
cohort they must be praised for how they
took the exams in their stride so positively.
As the results start to filter back next week, I have every
confidence that the pupils will look at their marks, reflect on
where they need to improve and set about their targets with
their usual confidence and enthusiasm, ready for yet another
bumper batch of CE results in June...no pressure!
Year 7 are putting the finishing touches to their production of The Jungle Book. The sense of excitement
and anticipation is very evident throughout the Upper School, sentiments echoed by two cast members.
We look forward to seeing the results next week!
Neil Kumar
Head of Upper School

We are performing The
Jungle Book and
although I'm a little
nervous, I'm also really
excited about
performing it, especially
to see our masks come
to life in front of an
audience. Jack P

It's been quite a challenge for me trying to project
my voice, but this week we have spent a lot of time
working on different strategies to help with this, so I
am feeling much better and more confident. I really
can't wait to see everything come together on stage,
as we've been working so hard on this
production. Nirvana M

Year 7 have
created
amazing animal
masks for their
performance of
The Jungle
Book.
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SPORTS NEWS
A FANTASTIC WEEK OF SPORT
Wow, what a week! In the last ten days the school has attended six all day tournaments and played
102 formal fixtures with eight different schools! The U13 girls have beaten Danes Hill and qualified for
the Nationals. The Upper School boys narrowly lost out at national qualifying level and the Middle
School have competed really well at tournaments, continuing to develop both technically and tactically.
Strong performances in the Lower School against Lambrook and Hall Grove confirm that learning is
having a real impact on performance and progress.
Sport at Feltonfleet is improving at an impressive rate. The larger fleet of sporting options before,
during and after the school day is having a genuine impact on the quality, range and depth of skills
throughout the school. Thank you so much for your continued support.

Ed Smith
Director of Sport

BOYS U11A IAPS HOCKEY
On Friday 1st March, the U11A
team went to Bishop's Stortford
College for Hockey IAPS. The first
match we played in our group was
against Bedford Prep School and
we lost 2-0. The second match we
played was against Stephen Perse
Foundation Prep School and we
won 2-0. We played a lot better
than the first match because we
were passing down the side and
then passing it into the D and then
we would have a shot. The third
match we played was against St
Faith's and we lost 4-0. St Faith’s
won our group and progressed to
win the tournament. Bedford came
second and got knocked out in the
Quarter Finals. We came third and just missed out on a Cup position but we got a place in the Plate
and everybody in the U11A team wanted to win the Plate. The first Plate match we played was against
Dame Bradbury School and we won 4-0 and we played really well in that game. Then we were in the
Plate Semi-Finals against Norwich Prep School and we won 3-1. Then it was the Plate Final and we
played Stephen Perse Foundation Prep School again and that showed how strong our group was
compared to others. We won 2-0 again and that meant we won the Plate. All of the boys were really
proud and so were Mr Blewitt and Mrs Jackson. Thank you Mr Blewitt and Mrs Jackson for helping us
win the Plate and keeping us going.
Nathan F
Team Captain
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SPORTS NEWS
U13 IAPS NETBALL
Last Friday our 1st Netball team qualified for the IAPS
National Finals on 22nd March, having come 3rd at their
regional round at Cranleigh. Good luck to them at Epsom
College.
As netball captain and a member of the team, I would
like to say how proud I am of the team for getting
through to Nationals, and it is a tremendous
achievement. The way the team has improved over the
course of the netball season shows how much we have worked to get
to this stage, and it was definitely reflected in our matches throughout
the course of the day. For me, I was most impressed by the last
match in particular, as our team came together and did not drop their
heads to keep on fighting for third place. It really showed how much
we cared and made me feel delighted at the
Lucy M
result.
Netball Captain

U13 IAPS HOCKEY
On Thursday 28th Feb, the 1st VII hockey team
travelled to Trinity School in Croydon for the
regional rounds of the IAPS hockey tournament.
With a squad of ten, the boys had a busy day
ahead of them, with six group matches of twelve
minute duration before any qualifying matches.
As is their wont, the boys started a little slowly and
lost their first game 0-1 to Bedford, the eventual
winners. The next match, against Highfield, ended
1-1 but really should have been a win for
Feltonfleet, based on the chances created.
Highfield went on to win the group! Had we known
this at the outset, we might have been a little less
down about our start.
The boys then went on a scoring spree, winning the next four games at a canter. Plenty of goals from
Jack T, as one would expect, but there was a really great moment in the penultimate game, when
Henry M scored, a deserved return for his efforts.
Freddie D scrambled home a short corner in the last game against St Andrews to ensure a 1-0 victory
but Feltonfleet failed to reach the cup semi finals by a goal difference of just one compared to Bedford.
Finishing third in a group of seven, the 1sts qualified for the semi final of the Plate and took on Junior
Kings from Canterbury. In a high quality game, JKs ran out winners by 2-1, with all goals coming from
short corners.
In the 3rd/4th playoff, against St Andrews, both teams were tired and disappointed from their semi
final defeats and the standard of hockey didn't match the rest of the day. After the match, five minutes
of golden goal and shuttles, Feltonfleet lost 1-2 but it was not a reflection of the great hockey that they
had produced earlier.
The whole squad put in 100% and worked tirelessly for each other. Jack T captained the team
excellently and led from the front with his work rate and skill. A massive mention must go to Zach S, in
goal, who was simply outstanding all day long! The "old stagers", Will W and Freddie D, also put in
fantastic shifts at right and left back. Well played the whole squad!
Jon Molloy
Games Coach
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SPORTS NEWS
U10 WELLINGTON HOCKEY FESTIVAL
MATCH REPORT
On Wednesday 6th March Mr Thompson drove a Feltonfleet
minibus to Wellington.
On board was a very excited Feltonfleet U10 Boys Hockey
Team: Max C, James A, James O, James B, Harry T, Miles H,
Will J (Goalkeeper) and Willem H.
The day was a great success for the team with the scores 3-0 v
Thomas’s Clapham, 3-0 v Bedales, 3-0 v Highfield, 1-1 v St
George’s, 2-1 v Amesbury and finally a 3-0 win over The
Beacon who were the only other unbeaten side in the
tournament. All the team played really well and everyone
deserved Man of the Match today.
We were also really happy drawing against St George’s, which
was a big achievement for us. I thought that Mr Thompson
kept it really fun in
between matches with
his ball games and this
kept us warm in the
wind and rain. It was a
really fun and successful
day.

U10 & U11
WELLINGTON HOCKEY
FESTIVAL
The weather was shocking, the rain
was as small as an atom, it was
pushed and shoved by the howling
wind. But Feltonfleet weren’t shoved
and pushed by the terrible weather,
they stood strong and fought against
it.
Feltonfleet fought against the other
teams like they fought the weather,
with n it an d grit an d pu re
determination. Feltonfleet went on to
win games with skill and went for
glory!
After the games had finished,
Feltonfleet walked off the pitch with
their heads held high and proud of
their performance.
Freddy S
Year 6

James A
Year 5

BRADFIELD CRICKET WORKSHOP
On Tuesday the 26th February 2019, a group of eight Under 11
Boys went to Bradfield College on a cricket workshop. We left at
8:00 am and had a 1 hour and 45 minute journey on the bus to
start the workshop at 10 am. At Bradfield we started with a
warm up and then we went into some batting and bowling. I
started with some batting against the Merlin bowling machine
(spin machine). I found this enjoyable because the machine
allowed me to practise against spin. After that, we went into
batting against our own bowlers which was fun because I got to
see how they are bowling. Then we switched with the other
school there (Elstree), and went into fitness and fielding. In fitness we did some stretches and different
drills to ones we do normally. In the fielding we did some throwing drills and some diving catching which
I found challenging. After lunch we had an indoor match against Elstree school. We went into bat first
and batted very well scoring a big total. We went on to field and took some very good wickets including
an exciting stumping and some brilliant bowling. In the end it went to a super over (tied score) which we
went onto win. This was very good because they were a year older than all of us. It was a very exciting
day and we enjoyed it a lot. Thank you to Mr Thompson and Dr Farmer for taking us there and
supporting the day. It was a great experience.
Tom C
Year 7
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MUSIC NEWS
INSTRUMENTAL CONCERT
A huge well done to the 42 young musicians who played in our
Instrumental Gala Evening last Friday. There was a vast array
of music and instruments on show, including the Recorder
Consort, Guitar Ensemble, String Group, Wind Ensemble and
Jazz Band, with music ranging from Vivaldi's "Autumn" right
through to "Uptown Girl" by Billy Joel. There are 15 ensembles
that rehearse every week at Feltonfleet and this was a great
opportunity to hear our very talented smaller groups.
Heartfelt thanks to all our pupils who rehearse with such
commitment in their free time, and - I must add - for their exemplary attitude on the day. Thanks
also go to our outstanding peripatetic team for their expertise and dedication with our pupils: Mrs
Forkes, Mrs Turner, Mr Maunder, Mr Fryer, Mr Brown, Mrs Allen and to Mrs Weinel too. I am sure all
would agree it was a lovely way to welcome in the weekend. Well done everyone!

Photos taken during the afternoon rehearsal

Chris Andrews
Director of Music
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MUSIC NEWS
GUITAR INFORMAL CONCERT
On Monday, Mr Taylor held his first guitar concert in the Memorial Hall. The wind may have been
blowing hard outside and the rain lashing down on the windows, but inside the boys played with
calm confidence to an appreciative audience of Year 4 children and parents. There were both
accompanied and solo items performed and the concert was rounded off with a solo by Mr Taylor.
Well done, all!

The performers were
Seth B Yr 6, Adam O
Yr 4, Aden L Yr 6,
Jesse G Yr 6, Alex K
Yr 3, James O Yr 5,
Harry T Yr 5

Julian Taylor
Guitar Teacher

VIOLIN AND CELLO INFORMAL CONCERT
On Tuesday, it was the turn of Mrs Turner’s and Miss Spencer’s pupils. This concert was extremely
well attended and included a wide range of violin and ‘cello music from classical and folk music to
some very jazzy numbers. The youngest performer, Victor, was well supported by his Year 2
classmates who were lucky to watch some very assured performances from the more experienced
string players. It was a wonderful occasion. Thank you so much to Mrs Turner and Miss Spencer for
all of your hard work. Many thanks to all the parents who came to support both events this week.

The performers were: Jaya L Yr 4, Emily H Yr 4, Victor H Yr 2, Isabelle S Yr 3, Isabel B Yr
4, Georgie W Yr 5, Hannah D Yr 5, Lucy C Yr 5, Henry L Yr 6, Seth B Yr 6, Alex L-S Yr 6,
Thomas S Yr 7, Lisara M Yr 6, Hugo H Yr 6, Aemilia H Yr 4, Portia A Yr 7and also in the
String Group Sophie P Yr 6, Leah W Yr 7, Natasha H Yr 7, Katie P Yr 5, Zoë C Yr 5
Chris Andrews
Director of Music
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MUSIC NEWS
ABRSM MUSIC EXAM RESULTS
Congratulations to the pupils below who took ABRSM exams last term.

Candidate

Subject

Grade

ISABELLE S

PIANO

Prep Test

GEORGE M

PIANO

Prep Test

DANIEL T

TRUMPET

01

Distinction

GEORGE H

PIANO

01

Pass

ALEXANDER K

PIANO

01

Merit

JEMIMA A

FLUTE

01

Pass

AUSTIN A

PIANO

01

Merit

OLIVIA B

PIANO

01

Pass

ZAHRA B

FLUTE

01

Merit

LEILA G

VIOLIN

01

Merit

ALEKSANDAR H

PIANO

01

Merit

SALMA A

VIOLIN

02

Pass

TIGGY B

FLUTE

02

Merit

KATIE P

VIOLIN

02

Distinction

ANASTASIA R-H

FLUTE

02

Pass

TAMEEM S

PIANO

02

Merit

FREDDY S

ALTO SAXOPHONE

02

Merit

HARRY T

TRUMPET

03

Merit

ROBERT A

TROMBONE

03

Pass

ANNA H

FLUTE

03

Pass

ANNA L

FLUTE

03

Merit

OLIVIA T

FLUTE

03

Merit
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PROGRESS & ACHIEVEMENT
HEADMISTRESS AWARDS

Each fortnight four pupils are nominated by their teachers for a Headmistress Award for outstanding
examples of Positive Learning, Living or Leading. We are pleased to announce this week’s award
winners, who will receive their certificates in assembly on Monday.
Year 2

Year 3

Victor H

Louie M

For his wonderful performance
in the String Concert on
Tuesday

For a determined and positive
attitude, showing resilience

Year 5

Year 7

Charlie C

Gemma M

George M

For her ‘Pacem Sequamur’ inspired
DT project which is now hanging
on the Headmistress’s wall

For their enthusiasm for reading.
Both boys have decided to read
ahead from our class reader 'The Indian in the
Cupboard' and have also read the sequels in this
series, showing their independence and
motivation.
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WHAT’S COMING UP?
SLT BREAKFAST FOR YEAR 5 & 6 PARENTS
THURSDAY 14TH MARCH 8.15AM - 9.00AM
OLD LIBRARY
Parents are invited to join our Senior Leadership Team for tea, coffee and
pastries.

YEAR 7 PLAY - THE JUNGLE BOOK
THURSDAY 14TH MARCH 6.00PM
FRIDAY 15TH MARCH 6PM

ASHBEE THEATRE

EVENSONG FOR YEARS 5 - 8
THURSDAY 21ST MARCH 3.30PM
ASHBEE

THEATRE

We are delighted that Mr Jay Piggot, Head of Epsom College is joining us for
Evensong. All parents welcome.

FRIENDS OF FELTONFLEET - CASINO ROYALE
FRIDAY 22ND MARCH 7.30PM
ASHBEE

THEATRE

A night of cocktails, gaming and disco! Includes silent auction and gift tree
- all funds to the School charities.

LOWER SCHOOL MUSIC CONCERT
TUESDAY 26TH MARCH 2.15PM
ASHBEE THEATRE
Featuring the Lower School Choir, Lower School Orchestra and Year 4
Recorder Group

FRIENDS OF FELTONFLEET EGG HUNT (RECEPTION YEAR 4)
WEDNESDAY 27TH MARCH
Our annual egg hunt is organised by the Friends of Feltonfleet as a seasonal
treat for our younger pupils.
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Weekly Bulletin
Week 10 – Mar 11 – Mar 18 2019
Monday 11
All Week

Year 7 Play week

16:30

Mixed Swimming U13A - U8A v Lambrook

Away

Upper Swim Squad (Years 7 & 8)

Pool

08:00 – 08:40

Year 6 Parent and Pupil Book Club

Library

08:20 – 08:40

Form Period/School Council/Food Committee

13:00

Boys Rugby Sevens U13A v Aldro 7s

Tuesday 12
07:00 - 07:45
Wednesday 13

Boys Hockey Sevens

14:15

Girls Netball 1st, 2nd VII v Bishopsgate

Home

14:30

Boys Hockey Sevens U11C, U11D, U10C v Amesbury

GU7 2DE

4th

v Amesbury

Away

14:15

3rd,

2nd

VII v St John’s, Leatherhead

Home

14:30

Girls Netball

15:00

Boys Hockey Sevens 3rd, 4th, 5th v Amesbury

Home
Home

15:05

Boys Hockey Sevens U11B, U10B v Amesbury

GU7 2DE

15:15

Girls Hockey Sevens U10A, U10B, U10D v Lambrook

Away

15:40

Boys Hockey Sevens U11A, U10A v Amesbury

GU7 2DE

16:30

Girls Hockey Sevens U11A, U11B v Notre Dame Prep

Home

07:00 - 07:45

Middle Swim Squad (Years 5 & 6)

Pool

08:15 – 09:30

SLT Breakfast for Years 5 & 6 parents

Old Library

08:45 – 16:00

Year 5 Bough Beech Trip

11:15

Year 7 Play Performance for Years 3, 4 and 6

Ashbee Theatre

13:45

Boys Cross Country U13A, U12A, U11A v Claremont Fan Court

Away

13:45

Girls Cross Country U13A, U12A, U11A v Claremont Fan Court

Away

14:00

Boys Hockey Sevens U8C, U8D v Hall Grove

Away

14:00

Boys Hockey Sevens U9C, U9D v Hall Grove

Home

14:45

Boys Hockey Sevens U8A, U8B v Hall Grove

Away

14:45

Boys Hockey Sevens U9A, U9B v Hall Grove

Home

15:00

Girls Netball U8A, U8B VII v Guildford High

Away

15:00

Girls Netball U9A - D VII v Guildford High

Home

15:20 – 16:15

Years 5 - 8 Enrichment

18:00 – 19:00

Year 7 Production

Thursday 14

Ashbee Theatre

Friday 15
12:00 – 16:00

Year 6 to ‘Go Ape’

18:00 – 19:00

Year 7 Production

Ashbee Theatre

09:30

Boys Hockey Sevens 1st, 2nd v Danes Hill

Away

09:30

Girls Netball 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th VII v Danes Hill

Home

09:30

Boys Hockey Sevens U10A, U10B v Danes Hill

Home

10:30

Boys Hockey Sevens U11A, U11B v Danes Hill

Away

18:00

Boys Swimming U11A v ESSA (pupils direct)

Spectrum

18:00

Girls Swimming U11A v ESSA (pupils direct)

Spectrum

Saturday 16

